TTPC Fall
Sessions:
One Vision
September 2020

TTPC
Meeting
Focus
1) Welcome TTPC Members/Introductions
2) Celebrate our 2020 wins to date
3)"One Vision" concept, Part I.
4) State of the Union 2020
5) Open Chat Final Thoughts

TTPC has gained
13 new members
for 2020-2021!
Welcome to our tribe:
Natalie Sequea
Cidalia Cornelio
Janaial Robinson
Cathy Neal
Kimya Nuru Dennis
Tessa Brown
Crystal Franklin
Shelley Jeffcoat
Diontha Fancher
Charu Malhotra
Jacqueline Williams
Sarah Williams
Tiffani Manigat

Founder
Intro
Janine Nicole Dennis

Founder of Talent Think Power
Circle
Chief Innovations Officer for
Talent Think Innovations
Chief Operating Officer/Chief
of Staff for Human Resource
Consultants
Mom of Three Extraordinary
Humans
Author of "The Absurdity of
Doing You"
Human Dictionary
Shaman

Black Motherhood in
times of Quarantine
TTPC Member: Krishna Davenport
started this series to highlight
the stories and real-time feelings
of Black Mothers during these
times of quarantine in three
words. Check her out at
@baobabwellness on IG.

Black Women Rise:
Honest Discussions
About Race and Work
TTPC Members: Sarah Morgan,
Kimberly Codrington, Keirsten
Greggs, Jazmine Wilkes, and
Tiffany Toussaint joined me on
a panel for TA Global Gathering
in June. We showed twice during
the conference and it was a
huge success. Many of these
ladies have landed other
international gigs since.

The Absurdity of Doing
You: A Playbook in
Rebel Elegance for the
Evolving Soul and
Purposeful Human
I dropped my pre-order campaign
for my book this past
Wednesday. This book is about
my emergence, metamorphosis,
and ascension and the lessons I
gleaned from every chapter
along the way.

TTPC 2020
Wins

Membership

Education

My vision for Talent Think
Power Circle (TTPC) is for this
to be an official organization
for women who identify as
BIPOC. To execute some of the
core values I have illustrated
here we need to move to a
membership model. Dues will be
for the year.

TTPC started off as a cohort.
It is my wish to continue
offering our members
opportunities to learn new
skills and upskill as a group
to ensure all members thrive.

Collaboration
It is my hope that TTPC becomes
a place for members to network
and collaborate with one
another in an effort to further
your own individual endeavors
and our collective reach

Philanthropy
"To whom much is given, much is
required." TTPC will be
partnering with select
organizations to ensure we are
an organization that reaches
back to uplift BIPOC women.

Events/Retreats
TTPC will eventually hold a
yearly summit for the public
and retreat for members to get
away, connect and have some fun
in unison.

TTPC One
Vision

Black Privilege
Manifesto

I’m Black and proud of it. I’m a person of color and proud
of it. I will no longer worry about white privilege or any other similar
systems created as forces against me. They’re useless illusions that do nothing
more than to keep my mind enslaved, my emotions irrational and my spirit
unsettled. I have Black Privilege. I am powerful. I’m spiritual. I am come from
a long line of survivors and pioneers. I’m no longer just surviving, I’m
transcending to thriving. I’m done choosing my words carefully. I’m done
presenting myself in a particular way to suit your monochromatic views. I am
done showing up as less than a whole person because showing up in full
intimidates you. I am not here to educate you on why you hold the ideas, biases
and hate that you do. In fact, I no longer care to impress you. You are no
longer my focus. My focus and consciousness is shifting daily. It will take
some time, but I will get there. I will not spend any more time striving to be
anything but my best self. Please know that any such changes will be done in
the interest of self-love; not societal acceptance. My eyes are on securing a
better future for our young kings and queens. My hair, my skin, my aesthetic
will be worn proudly and boldly for as long as I breathe. I will pour into my
community without concern for whether I appear to be “pro-black”. I am Pro-Black and I am pro-humans, but I will
not allow another human to rob me or my community of our dignity, pride or identity anymore. I will foster unity.
I choose authenticity over responsibility for your feelings. I am educated. I am able. I am done
taking cents on the dollar for my efforts. I will direct my hard-earned dollars back to my community and if it
must leave it will go to businesses who have earned our collective trust and attention. I’m not the villain. I’m a
human being. I beat the odds. I am hopeful and more importantly I am alive. I am the
majority, not the minority. The shackles have been released. From now on, I am
not looking to take a cue from you. I am relying on my infinite knowledge and
the finite privilege I have to make a difference. It is my birthright to be
free and exactly who I was meant to be.

Thank You!
I look forward to building with
you.

Phone Number
(631) 942 9366

Email Address
Janine@talentthinkinnovations.comm

